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A  L IFE  CHARACTERISED BY 
FORGIVENESS 

TRACK 2: EXPERIENCING THE BLESSING OF GOD. GRACE FILLED 
PATTERNS OF LIFE 2.2.3 

MARCUS HONEYSETT  

If you forgive others when they sin against you, your heavenly father will also forgive you. But if you 
don’t forgiven others their sins, your father will not forgive your sins.    Matthew 
6:14-15 

 

Write a single sentence definition of forgiveness 

 

 

Luke 15:11-31 

How would you describe God’s forgiveness? How do you feel about it? 

How would you describe the older brother’s unforgiveness? How do you feel about it? 

Why should the older forgive the younger? 

What would prevent him – or us? 

 

 

 

The anatomy of freedom or bitterness – what do you focus on? 

 

 

 

 

Eph 4:32-5:2 

According to these verses where does the motivation and power to live in forgiveness come from? 
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Responding to the teaching on forgiveness: 

What practical principles should we adopt to help us live and serve in forgiveness? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In forgiveness someone always pays. The cost doesn’t go away, it means I absorb it. Just as Jesus 
absorbed the cost of forgiving me, at the cross. The only way to bear that kind of burden is to roll it 
on to God. It isn’t complicated but it is so hard. I am obligated to God, to forgive. It is sin not to. It 
reveals an older brotherness in me, neither receiving God’s grace, nor trusting his justice. Nor 
recognising that when it is Christians who hurt me, that they too are counted completely righteous in 
Jesus even when they are sinning. I need Jesus. Cancelling the debt, abandoning my rights and my 
defensiveness, replacing them with compassion and blessing only occurs where he dwells. 

 

Take home questions: 

Are there any situations where you need to forgive? 
Are there any in which you need to repent and seek forgiveness? 

 


